When Satanism comes in mind, one can observe certain things. The most major thing that exists now in the world in regards to Satanism, is that Satanism is largely despised or even hated. The enemies of Satan, those who want to defame, undermine and attack him in all ways, have made this to happen.

Spiritual Satanism, as all of you here know that have went into it, is more than a "Religion". It’s *THE* religion. It’s the actual practice of adherence to Truth. Truth naked, Truth outside a comfort zone, the Natural Truth. The things that inspire Satanists are mainly coming from Satan's inspiration and who He is. Not only what was written falsely by His enemies, but by deep contact with who He is. Satan meaning- Truth Eternal, from the Sanskrit Root Satyan. There are many people who are sworn enemies of Satan, especially those who have racially openly affirmed this old war or wanting to wipe out Satan and Satanism: The jews. Then other Abrahamics follow loyally behind, as their kingly jews declare "good and evil".

In a world where lies have been ruling, Truth will of course be hated. Nothing is more an enemy to this world like Satanism, and nobody is more of a revolutionary than Satanists. Spiritual Satanists. Satanism has also been infested, misdirected and thrown dust on its legacy. One just needs to open the old dusty boxes of Humanity's spiritual inheritance to actually realize what Satanism is. Quickly one realizes that we have been lied to. This path is the most rewarding and the realization of this statement, is the most important thing. For so many people and Souls, they yearn for Satan, even though absolutely no concrete and real information existed about Him, prior to the JoS.

Millions have flirted with the idea of Satanism. Rebellion, Freedom, fighting a war against the "All powerful" established- to do what is Just. This message resonates to many people who know Satan at heart. One just pays some time to listen to their "Pagan" and "Heathen" Ancestors and not much time will pass until one understands, that all that later existed in history in the category of "Satanism" is actually, what they collectively believed in. The same Jew-Talk that the jewish "jesus", the false acclaimed "Savior" and the "JHVH" Hebraic thoughtform did, the same Jew-Talk do its ancestors. "Resistance is futile", "You will all be microchipped and enslaved", "No reason to revolt", the list goes.

While the enemy is the breaker of the Human spirit, Satan is the resistance of this breaking. Not only this, but the elevation of Spirit.
Satanism is how this legacy survived down to the Centuries. So many people of prominence with spirit of advancement, have been destroyed, desecrated, and tortured in accuse of "Satanism". Truth-ism. Critical thinking, knowledge, rebellion, everything is of "Satan" according to the enemy. All that is Satanic must be at all costs, be blotted out, according to them and their manuals of Race and Religious survival. The breathing, the life, the sexuality, is also Satan-everything that builds up, empowers and procreates their enemies, or pushes them into the light of understanding. Everything that exists or does not exist, and is yet to be created, is Satan. Even after attacks that almost made this legacy eradicate itself, it lived within the hearts of people and it expressed itself in rebellious and worthwhile acts, that like the spirit of Satan, were meant to advance Humanity away from the dictatorship of "God", or better yet, an imposed Hebrew that wanted to rule over the whole planet with a rod of Iron against the unsuspecting masses.

Beautiful people, powerful people, all beings in which nature showed her defiance and her will to further life and existence, the forces of advancement and the human striving of development, were labeled as "Satanists" by those who never wanted this to happen. They made themselves blatantly obvious throughout history. Times changed, names changed, terminologies changed, even bodies and lives were changed. However, the Ancient messages still echo inside what was behind certain identifications.

One just needs to look behind matters and let their mind break the time and space of what we see and what we believe. Satan's name is not just a Name, it's a Title. The Being that hides behind this title, is the Father of Humanity. The one who fights against chances and wins. The overthrower of Tyranny. The spirit of Advancement and Human Pride, however at the same time, not vanity, as he is the God of Knowledge- not ignorance or blissful ignorance. He is also the Spirit of Order and at the same time, Chaos is within his bidding. One just needs to understand the eternal and fundamental notions behind Satanism. Then you will see, the Eternal Meaning of Satanism. This meaning is beyond a beginning and beyond an end- like creation in herself.

In order for Satanism to be understood, one has to break the barriers of present time understanding and look upon Humanity as an eternal existence. Not only Humanity, but the Divisions therein. One has to raise above who they "Themselves" are and understand the manifold existence. The exposal to mighty forces, beyond one's conception and beyond one's understanding even. This is when one understands that all the people that serve Satan here, do actually serve for something Higher, that has only introduced Himself to us as Satan, the Name which we have to call in times of distress: TRUTH.
When one understands the meanings behind all we are and do here, and our teaching, they will shortly understand that beyond all the details, there is one Cosmic message. It’s either the message to advance towards Immortality and Truth and Power, or the choice for one to give into the forces of decay and pacification. It’s either the choice of life, or death.

For Humanity to be saved, chances seemed to be lacking. In many ways, they still are. There are billions of people who say they want to see this world be saved, but all they do is still repeat the circle that brings this world into destruction. So many they say they want to see the Truth, but they are afraid and they are ruled by fear.

The meaning of Satanism will be further realized in the generations to come. These generations will have the ability to know the meaning and the depth of life, in its essence and finally, its last purpose.

The purpose to Create one species of Man that will be the most formidable creature this world has ever known. A New World, unlike the vain words manifested and preached in the recent Historical times, except of this ONE Divine Architect Adolf Hitler. A Creature that will be a conqueror, a lover of freedom, the incarnation of a free Spirit. And how sweetly will his presence fall into the Eternal Nature! The personification of that Humanity has Ruled what it had to once Rule it, the embodiment of the defeat of the jewish abrahamic "God". The ultimate Rejection against the jews, is what Satanism personifies.

The Rejection of the Jew, in mind, soul, body and spirit- the complete and total refusing for the preachers of decay. The greatest thirst and love for life and existence, and advancement. Satan cannot, but represent these fundamental principles. The jews knew it always, Satan is their enemy. Now all that remains is for people to know that Satan is their rightful Father, Creator and Friend. This massive rejection and the populist uprising of the ordinary Humans against the "Chosen" jews, is nothing of a coincidence. It’s the forces of evolution piling up and wanting to destroy this tight slaver grip of this race, against the whole of Humanity. The final outcome of this battle will determine the end of Humanity, or the dawn of a new beginning.

I stand convinced that Humanity is going to win this war. So many others have fallen in this noble warfare, so that Humanity finally have the message. Now Humanity has the message, the means of advanced war, the powers to solve this matter. Also, the tides of the times are pushing us to act. The enemy always stated, that those who take the route of honor and action are the ones that fail. Their vain prophecies will be void and wrong, and they will be brought into justice.
Those who have understood the Great Message of Satanism, will understand the dire historical need of its preservation, empowerment and cultivation. Satanism will not be preserved by stars, idols and primadonas, self-proclaimed "Mythical" persons or even self-proclaimed ascended masters that seek a following. The only one's of worth are the preservers-of, laborers and advancers of this Eternal teaching. Idols will never withstand this.

None of this is meant to survive for as long as Satanism is required to survive, which is as close to "forever" as possible. Satan wants to make Humanity into Gods. However, so many now are not even human to begin with, but are groveling on the lower levels of even this. The enemy has made them crawl and grovel.

So the first message that is to be brought in front of you, is to first be Human. Be as much Human as possible. Not what you have seen, from the other people who act like animals, nor the "Human" presented in the Bible, that of spitefulness, animalistic consciousness and apparent retardation. But this ancestral message that sort of rings in your head and you always told you to "be better" until the voice was shunned down by the jew who always told you "Become the Worst you can be".

The enemy lies and talks against Idols, but all they are and raise is idol after idol, lie after lie, persona after persona. They are the true "religion" of Idolaters. Another jewsus, another primadonna, another jew, another robust liar, entertainer, monkey or "Truther", another misguided Gentile who has never went past themselves to see the greatest meaning of existence. However the jews behind this nefarious clique of Jewish World Dictatorship, in their inner core, they don't channel on idols- they channel on effort and labor, even if it means to promote lies.

Satanism must therefore be Immortalized, in order for it to in turn, Immortalize and Guide Humanity into the New Era of its existence, and away from pastime, jewish ignorance. It will be preserved by labor, work, spiritual advancement and realization of its members. In plain, Satanism will be made eternal, only if Humanity succeeds in the effort of revitalizing itself and giving a new birth to itself, by fighting the jewish infection and the jewish system, in all its forms, manifestations and norms. As the jewish spirit will descend, so will the Satanic Spirit ascend.

Satanists need to be able to look beyond what they have known before, what even is expected. Only the Truth can defeat death. The fact of one's eternal survival comes only down to one question: How much in alignment are you with
the Eternal Truth? When the alignment becomes complete, in Mind, Body, Soul and Spirit, then the actual immortalization occurs.

Satan is Life, Satan is Truth, Satan is God.

Spiritual Satanism is from where He Teaches- His House and His Religion. Like Satan, his legacy must be made immortal and finally be immortalized. People who know that Satanism is Good, and not "Bad" merely because some psychopathic yids and insane infiltrators declare it as such, know the meaning of it. Those who have seen the larger message in Satanism, realize of the height of this historical duty to uphold the last values of resistance of Humanity, in the midst of the jewish instigated despair.

May Satan's Name forever be glorified, and may all Satan's people be blessed now and for all eternity!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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